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Documentary

48 Hours to Victory, Dunkirk Yeti Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Dermot O’Leary explores the evacuation of Dunkirk and its impact on the outcome of WW 2.

The Buildings That Fought Hitler Hello Mary Yesterday
60 min Documentary
Presenter led a documentary, exploring the various structures left behind in the UK from WW2.

Viking Warrior Women Wild Blue Media National Geographic
60 min Documentary
Presenter-led documentary, which examines new archaeological research and demonstrates that Viking women
stood toe to toe with men on the battlefield. Science and archaeology combine with Scandi-noir and cutting edge
GFX to re-examine everything we thought we knew about the Vikings.

Drain the Oceans: Armada Mallinson Sadler National Geographic
60 min Documentary
Fascinating historical documentary which unearths new insights into the Spanish Armada and its fate, using cutting
edge GFX to provide a view of the wrecks that lie at the bottom of the sea.

Andrew Marr’s History of the World BBC Discovery, BBC1
2 x 60 min Documentary
Andrew Marr travels the globe to present his take on world history. Viewers are transported back in time to witness
the events and meet the people who have changed the course of human history. A largely drama-led series but also
featuring original documentary footage from around the world.

Nazi Secrets: Evil on Trial BBC Discovery
50 min Drama Documentary
This documentary gains an inside scoop with the secret recordings and interrogations of the Nazis who led the Third
Reich with plenty of drama reconstructions. Rudolf Hess, the former deputy to Hitler, Albert Speer, the head of war
production, and Hermann Goering, Hitler's designated successor, were captured, imprisoned, and sentenced during
this chilling trial.
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Shackleton: Death or Glory Raw TV Discovery & PBS
60 min Documentary
A crew of six men, led by explorer Tim Jarvis, are about to attempt to follow in Shackleton’s wake. Using exactly the
same equipment and clothing used a century before, Tim and his crew will take themselves beyond the point of no
return. Using their first hand extreme experience measured against historical accounts and contemporary scientific,
meteorological and medical analysis they will unlock the secrets of Shackleton’s survival, measure themselves
against his heroic feat – or die in the process.

How the Universe Works Pioneer Productions Discovery
60 min Factual
Fascinating science documentary exploring the possibility of life existing elsewhere in the universe. Interviews with
top experts lay bare the probabilities and theories regarding the search for life, illustrated by a combination of
observational sequences and GFX.

V-Day Pioneer Productions Smithsonian
90 min Documentary
This feature length documentary takes a look at the history of volcanic eruptions on earth. Expert interviews are
combined with archive, GFX and observational sequences to give a global picture of how volcanic activity influences
the planet.

Fatal Attractions Oxford Scientific Films Animal Planet
45 min Documentary
The films look at the true stories of people who have decided to keep wild animals as pets and sometimes violent
outcomes. The films examine the psychological reasons behind their choice of pet and the extent of self-delusion.

Goodnight Britain Wall to Wall BBC1
60 min Factual, Additional Editor
Part of the BBC's science season, this series investigates the subject of sleep. Ranges of experiments are carried out
to identify whether scientists can improve people’s sleeping habits.

Return to Kirkuk Joka Films Online
90 min Documentary
Feature film following a filmmaker’s return to his hometown of Kirkuk in Iraq.

Earth, Power of the Planet BBC National Geographic
5 x 50 min Documentary
In this documentary, Dr Iain Stewart tells the story of how the Earth works and how, over the course of 4.6 billion
years, it came to be the remarkable place it is today. Online.

Tchaikovsky BBC BBC
2 x 60 min Drama Documentary
Biography on Tchaikovsky.
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SOS: Shark Attack Darlow Smithson Discovery
50 min Documentary

I Shouldn’t Be Alive Darlow Smithson Discovery
Various Episodes x 60 min Drama Documentary
The show features accounts of individuals and groups caught in dangerous scenarios, presented both through
interviews and dramatic re-enactments. The main focus is how the survivors survived and the decisions they made
that kept them alive, not who survived and who died.

The Man Who Drank The Universe Brown Eyed Boy
60 min Documentary, Offline and Online Editor
Documentary following Alistair Appleton’s experiences with ayahuasca, a powerful plant medicine used for
thousands of years by the Amazonian shaman. Alistair, a British TV presenter and till then, tee-total Buddhist,
agreed to drink this hallucinogenic tea with 10 other participants under the watchful eye of Argentinean
psychotherapist Silvia Polivoy. His life was about to change for good.

Camden Cat Kyng Films
60 min Documentary
Film following the story of Daniel, a rockabilly musician known to everyone who’s ever been to the Marathon bar.

The Gunther von Hagens Body Appeal Firefly Channel 4
45 min Drama Documentary, Online Editor
Documentary following von Hagen appeals for bodies to dissect.

Miss Jocelyn Behind the Scenes Brown Eyed Boy BBC
60 min Documentary
Documentary going behind the scenes of the hit BBC show.

The Making of David Attenborough’s Kingdom of Plants Atlantic Prod ABC
45 min Documentary
Behind the scenes of this documentary which is filmed at Kew Gardens providing a fascinating new look at planet
life.

Music TV
Benicassim Music Festival 2007 90 min concert RnR / ITV

Motorhead Live at Hammersmith 90 min concert Kyng Films

Glastonbury 2004 3 x 60 min concert Fuji TV

50 Years of Rock and Roll 2 x 60 min concert Fuji TV / ITV
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ITV at Reading 2004 2 x 60 min concert Fuji TV / ITV

The Casuals Live at King Tut’s, Offline and Online 60 min concert IE Music

Commercial
Barclays - lemon 30 sec DDB

Barclays - fish 30 sec DDB

Siemens – CT technology 5 x 30 sec McCann Erickson

Jonas Kaufman 40 sec Universal music

Mezzomix - claw 40 sec McCann Erickson

Kochbox - fish 30 sec McCann Erickson

Kochbox – panties 30 sec McCann Erickson

Nike – Nike Plus Training 3 min AKQA
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